INDUSTRY STANDARD
Assembly Tools

Glenair offers a complete family of backshell assembly tools for most Mil-Standard circular connectors, as well as connector wrenches, strap wrenches, and universal connector holding tools.

- Backshell-to-connector holding tools for all cylindrical connectors and accessories in current use
- Special composite thermoplastic coupling nut holding tools
- Discrete tools and complete sets available
- Popular Glenair strap wrenches
- Hand-held and bench-mountable digital torque wrenches
- Cutting shears and other special-purpose cable assembly tools
- Instructional videos, installation procedures and manuals available at glenair.com

Glenair TG700 Strap Wrench with Square Drive for Torque Wrench

 Coupling Nut Wrenches for Composite and Metal Backshells

TORSION WRENCHES AND BENCH STANDS

- Digital Torque Wrench
  600-161
- Hand-Held Torque Wrench
  600-076 High Torque
  600-004 Standard Torque
- 600-162 Bench Stand for digital torque wrench with vertical and horizontal mounting options

CONNECTOR HOLDING WRENCHES, PLUG AND RECEPTACLE HOLDING TOOLS AND KITS

- Connector holding wrenches, plug and receptacle holders for most military standard circular connectors
  TG47 • MIL-DTL-22992
  TG48 • MIL-DTL-38999 Series II
  TG52 • MIL-DTL-81511 Series II and IV
  TG60 • MIL-DTL-27999 and MIL-DTL-38999 Series I
  TG61 • MIL-DTL-81511 Series I and II
  TG63 • (L2/29752) for S/J Connectors
  TG90 • MIL-DTL-38999 Series III

- Universal Holding Tool Kit
- Plug Holder
- Receptacle Holder

BACKSHELL ASSEMBLY AND REPAIR TOOLS AND KITS

- TG69 Soft Jaw Pliers
- Glenair TG69 Soft Jaw Pliers